Equine Infectious Anemia virus (EIAV) is the causative agent of one of the most impacting infectious 11 diseases affecting equids. EIAV is genetically diverse with several lineages circulating globally. To 12 elucidate EIAV global spread patterns, we studied its spatiotemporal dynamics applying Bayesian 13 phylodynamic analyses, using a worldwide compiled dataset composed of unique sequences of the gag 14 gene. In addition, we performed a scoping review of 1.470 publications on EIAV to characterize the 15 spatiotemporal trends in EAIV research. Phylogeographic reconstruction suggested Hungary as the most 16 likely country of origin for current EIAV circulation (root state posterior probability = 0.21), and one of the 17 most important centers of diversification for the disease. Historical EIAV spread was predominantly 18 characterized by long-distance spread across continents. As a result, we found that the American and 19 Asian circulating EIAV (i.e., Mongolia) are more related to European lineages than to other Asian 20 countries, being Europe the continent with the highest EIAV phylogenetic diversity. Our bibliometric 21 analysis showed a continuous increment in the number of publications per year, where the United States 22 and China appeared as the countries with highest EIAV-related scientific production. This study provides 23 a historical geographic mapping of the EIAV linages' spread patterns. In addition, we identified important 24 asymmetry between the current research effort and the availability of genetic data which restricted our 25 abilities to quantify for example the time frame of virus dispersal. 26 27 Keywords 28 29 Equine anemia, infectious diseases, molecular epidemiology, phylodynamics, viral evolution. 30 31 32 157 size, evidencing a constant decrease around mid-1990s follow another increase in diversity in early 2000 158 (Figure 1b). 159 160
INTRODUCTION

33
Equine infectious anemia (EIA) is a viral disease affecting equines that entails great economic losses 34 worldwide mostly due to the obligatory elimination or isolation of infected animals (Montelaro et al., 1993;  35 Souza, 2009; USDA, 2017) . EIAV is currently one of the most significant infectious diseases of equids (R. 
45
The field of evolutionary epidemiology has seen the implementation of integrative analyses of 46 enormous multivariate datasets that encompass not only genetic and phenotypic data, but also 47 geographic and ecological information. Besides, within the field of evolutionary epidemiology, molecular 48 phylogenetics is increasingly becoming an accurate and impacting approach owing to its combination of 
71
In this study, we investigated the spatiotemporal dynamics of EIAV by using Bayesian 72 phylodynamic analyses of a comprehensive genetic, geographical and temporal dataset regarding EIAV 73 occurrences. In addition, we evaluated the global publication trends on EIAV, based on the assumption 74 that temporal changes in research productivity may identify research priority needs. Results may be used 75 to advance EAIV surveillance and support regional disease control policies related to intervention. 
93
To determine whether there was a sufficient temporal molecular evolutionary signal of the EIAV 94 sequences used for each serotype phylogeny, we used TempEst v1.5 (Rambaut et al., 2016). To 95 calculate the P-values associated with the phylogenetic signal analysis, we used the approach described 
146
We found a total of 297 EIAV gag gene sequences from the 17 countries. After removing all highly 147 recombinant sequences, as well as the similar sequences that represent the same outbreak event, 47 148 sequences were used for the phylogeographical analysis (Figure 1 , Supplementary Table S1 for 
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Overall, the average annual growth rate of publications was 23.3%, and the most productive year was 204 2013 with 59 articles (Figure 3c ). The average annual global trends in EIAV scientific productivity showed 205 a Gaussian shape in the number of publications, with a peak of productivity on 2000, after that, we 206 observe a decreasing tendency that still lasts until today (Figure 3c ). We also observed that around mid- 
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Overall, our results showed that historically, the United States has been the most productive 303 country which is strongly related to the fact that is one of the countries with highest horse population 
